
Ready, set, wait! HCFA delays
release dates for security regs
Deadline for comments on privacy regulations extended

After putting the industry on notice for November
and December issuance of final standards on 
electronic health information, the Health Care

Financing Administration (HCFA) in Baltimore now says
final rules will not be released until early this year. The
holdups appear to be the need to coordinate privacy and
security regulations and to develop standards for elec-
tronic signatures.

It is possible that HCFA will release the final standards to
coincide with Department of Health and Human Services’
(HHS) issuance of final privacy standards, originally set 
for release on the 21st of this month. However, HHS was
expected to push that release date back to accommodate a
new comment period that has been extended through Feb.
17. (See Hospital Payment & Information Management,
January 2000, p. 1.) 

“It is my belief this was due to the industry’s focused
attention on Y2K planning,” says Christopher Assif, presi-
dent and CEO of Health Ventures Network in Downers
Grove, IL. “As everyone knows, health care is lagging
behind many industries as it relates to testing and pre-
paredness. HHS realized a three-month extension would
be the benefit of everyone involved.”

“I’m not surprised that HCFA is delaying final rules for
a few months,” says Mary Brandt, MBA, RRA, CHE, vice
president for professional services in Quadramed’s health
information solutions division in Houston. “I suspect that
HCFA needs more time to get everything finalized. They
may have received a large number of comments, and they
may want additional time to evaluate those comments
before implementing final rules.”

At a December conference, a HCFA official revised the
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release schedule for the remaining Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
of 1996 (HIPAA) administrative simplification
notices of proposed rulemaking (NPRMs) and
the HIPAA final rules.

Initially, the final rule for Transactions and
Coding was going to be released last November.
The final rules for the national provider identifier
(NPI), national employer identifier, and security
were expected to follow in December. In an
announcement to attendees of the 1999 Washing-
ton Policy Forum of the Phoenix-based Associ-
ation for Electronic Healthcare Transactions,
HCFA official Stanley Nachimson said the final
rule for transactions and coding would be pub-
lished at the beginning of this year. Final rules for
security and the NPI would most likely be pub-
lished around March 2000, Nachimson told the
group. 

The final rule for security standards would be
delayed because of the “need to harmonize the
privacy and security regulations as well as the
lack of an industry standard for electronic signa-
tures,” William R. Braithwaite, MD, PhD,
FACMI , senior advisor on health information
policy for HCFA told a HIPAA conference in
November co-hosted by the Data Interchange
Standards Association in Alexandria, VA, and the
Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange in
Reston, VA.

HCFA officials say that many of the HIPAA
rules are in the final stages of HHS’ clearance pro-
cess and must still go to the Office of Management
and Budget prior to publication in the Federal
Register, reports the Medical Management Group
Association (MGMA) in Englewood, CO.

The NPI rule has hit a snag, HCFA officials
said. The NPI will be delayed because Congress
failed to appropriate money to fund the provider
payment process, and HCFA lawyers have indi-
cated that Medicare funds cannot be used to pay
non-Medicare providers. 

HCFA does not want to move forward with
the NPI unless a mechanism is found to allow all
providers to be paid, MGMA says. Braithwaite
told the conference that the provider identifier
is likely to change from the proposed eight-
position alphanumeric number to a 10-digit
numeric number. 

In addition, Nachimson said that the proposed
rules for health plan identifier and claims attach-
ments should be published in the first quarter of
2000. The rule for the health plan identifier has
been slowed by the difficulty in defining exactly
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what a “health plan” is. However, HCFA officials
told MGMA that this issue has been resolved and
the clearance process is moving forward. 

Next year, HHS will begin work on a pro-
posed rule for an individual identifier and may
release an additional proposed rule governing
the protection of paper records printed out from
electronic records, Braithwaite said. The NPRM
for medical records standards is not expected
until the summer of 2000 or later, HCFA officials
told the MGMA. Currently, the National
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics
(NCVHS) is holding hearings prior to the for-
warding of its recommendations to the HHS
Secretary. The NCVHS recommendations on
standardized medical records will provide the
foundation for the NPRM.

Finally, the Clinton administration announced
in December that it would extend the deadline for
public submission of comments on its proposed
health privacy regulations. 

The announcement was made in response to

requests from the Health Privacy Project and the
Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities, both in
Washington, DC, as 
well as provider groups, payer groups, and other
organizations. 

“Giving the health care industry more time for
comments may well mean the final rules are
more reasonable, if those comments have been
incorporated,” Brandt said.

The proposed rule on privacy and confidential-
ity was issued by President Clinton on Oct. 29.
No change has been made on the deadline for
issuance of the final rule, but it is expected to be
adjusted to reflect the comment period extension.
Nachimson said the final rule should be released
as early as possible in 2000. He also expects that
the effective date of the final rules should stay at
60 days.

(Editor’s note: For more information on HIPAA
rulemaking, visit the Administrative Simplification
Web site at http://aspe.os.dhhs.gov/admnsimp/.)  ■
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Offset Medicare losses
with good coding practices
Potential returns vary widely across hospitals

Are you certain to lose Medicare revenue under
the new outpatient prospective payment sys-

tem (PPS)? Maybe not, says a company’s recent
analysis of reports published by the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA) in Baltimore.

HCFA wants to adopt ambulatory payment
classifications (APCs) as its outpatient PPS for
hospital-based outpatient surgery services. HCFA
estimates that hospitals will lose an average of
5.7% in covered Medicare revenue under the new
system. However, an analysis conducted by HSS,
a Hamden, CT, company specializing in the
development and use of health care information

and software systems, suggests that many hospi-
tals can generate $500,000 or more annually from
improved coding. In many instances, these gains
are more than enough to offset the losses forecast
by HCFA, HSS says.

An analysis by HSS (see box, below) shows
that the impact of APCs and the potential finan-
cial returns to improved coding vary widely
across hospitals. In almost all instances, though,
hospitals that are originally forecasted to lose
money as a direct result of APCs can compensate
by adopting “Best Practice” coding standards.

How Best Practices are determined

HSS based its Best Practice figures on the num-
ber of APCs that hospitals include on each out-
patient claim. “When HCFA published its last
proposed rule, it put a data file out that explained
how it derived its estimate of the financial impact

Type of Hospital Direct Impact Effect of Best Potential Net
of APCs Practice Coding Impact of APCs

Large urban ($218,917) $756,326 $537,409
Other urban ($117,868) $568,418 $450,550
Rural ($75,004) $265,238 $190,234

APCs’ Impact

Source: HSS, Hamden, CT.



of APCs on hospitals,” explains Dean E. Farley,
PhD, vice president of health policy and analysis
at HSS and director of the study team involved in
this work. “Part of that data file was information
about the total APC weight per Medicare outpa-
tient visit at each hospital in the United States.
That’s a measure of how many APCs are actually
getting onto the bill.” HSS’ definition of Best
Practice was derived from that information, not
from looking at the actual coding process of any
individual hospital. 

In 1996, half of all hospitals in the United
States recorded enough HCFA Common
Procedural Classification System (HCPCS) codes
— used to identify outpatient services provided
to Medicare beneficiaries — to be reimbursed for
2.03 APCs per outpatient claim. Only 25% of all
hospitals averaged 2.42 APCs or more per outpa-
tient claim, and only 10% averaged 2.80 APCs or
better. Based on an analysis of HCFA data, HSS
estimated that the average hospital will lose
$133,000 as a direct result of PPS. If that hospital
improved its coding to a Best Practice standard
(the 90th percentile of 2.80 APCs per visit), that
same hospital could generate more than $502,000
in additional reimbursement.

“Hospitals are going to get essentially a fixed
payment for every code that they put on the bill
that maps into an APC,” Farley says. “The more
codes they have, the more revenue they will gen-
erate as long as those codes are supported by
documentation in the medical record.”

“Of course, hospitals can’t just add codes to
bills,” says Cheryl D’Amato, manager of health
information management at HSS. “Hospitals will
need to make sure that the HCPCS codes they
put onto the bill are thoroughly supported by
documentation in the medical record.”

Since Medicare payments to hospitals are not
currently based on HCPCS codes, however, hos-
pitals have had few incentives to improve their
coding. This will change this year, most likely in
July, when Medicare implements PPS based on its
APC system. APCs group related HCPCS codes
into about 345 categories, and under PPS, hospi-
tals will have strong incentives to code com-
pletely and accurately because they will receive
the additional payments for each APC assigned
to a claim.

“If hospitals continue to operate as if it’s busi-
ness as usual, they can expect to lose money when
the pending regulations are implemented,”
explains Renee S. Leary, president and COO 
of HSS. “However, hospitals that assess current

outpatient coding mechanisms and initiate correc-
tive measures to address weaknesses can realize
significant returns on their investment. In almost
all cases, hospitals that are forecasted to lose
money as a direct result of APCs can compensate
by adopting a Best Practice coding standard.”

Recent legislation that provides relief from the
Balanced Budget Act of 1997’s payment reductions
won’t alter the analysis, Farley says. “[It won’t]
change the basic fact that APCs will enable many
hospitals to generate financial windfalls through
better coding practices.”

“Quality coding is the best way within the lim-
its of the law to maximize your reimbursement
and ensure that you as an organization are com-
plying with rules, laws, and regulations regard-
ing payment for medical services,” agrees Jack
Segal, media relations manager for the American
Health Information Management Association in
Chicago. However, he warns providers to be
careful about thinking that one thing can make
up a certain amount of money. “That creates the
expectation that you will definitely get that
money back. I don’t think anyone can guarantee
that.”  ■

HCFA may change the way
it groups E/M charges 
ICD-9 diagnosis codes may be dropped 

If you’re confused or have concerns about the
Health Care Financing Administration’s

(HCFA) proposal regarding the handling of medi-
cal ambulatory payment classifications (APCs)
codes, you’re not alone. In fact, HCFA may pro-
pose a different scheme in the final rule that will
be out this year, says Dean Farley, PhD, vice
president of health care policy and analysis for
HSS in Hamden, CT. 

HSS specializes in the development and use of
information and software systems for managing
coding, reimbursement, and compliance for the
health care industry. “There has been some dis-
cussion between HCFA and Congress on the
issue of the medical APCs,” Farley says. 

He thinks HCFA has now made the decision
not to use ICD-9 diagnosis codes to group evalua-
tion and management (E/M) services into APCs.
Instead, in the final rule, HCFA may adopt a sys-
tem that is based solely on the E/M codes. “There
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is some concern about the quality of the diagnos-
tic information on the bill and some confusion
about what goes into that field. I think that there
also is concern that the information in the current
HCFA claims database isn’t going to allow them
to develop a clinically coherent set of weights.”

Under the current system, hospitals are only
required to use a single E/M code when they bill
for the E/M. This code, 99201, indicates a low-
level clinic visit. “As long as you have a 99201 on
your bill, you can charge HCFA for the evaluation
and management service regardless of the level
of the service,” Farley says. 

The HCFA proposal for medical APCs, as pub-
lished in the Federal Register, takes the E/M codes
and divides them into six categories: three levels of
emergency department visits and three levels of

clinic visits. In addition, the ICD-9 diagnosis code
that is listed on the bill as the reason for the visit is
supposed to be assigned to one of 20 major diag-
nosis categories (MDCs), he explains. 

The APC that would be assigned under the pro-
posal would be a combination of the medical visit
portion — one of the six categories and the MDC
to which the diagnosis was assigned. “HCFA pro-
posed 120 medical APCs plus one critical care
APC,” Farley says. 

In addition, if providers continue to bill with
the 99201 code, according to the proposed rule,
they would only get the low-level clinic visit for
one of those 20 MDCs, Farley says. “There would
be no way to generate additional revenue because
the evaluation and management service was actu-
ally higher than you had recorded on the bill.”  ■
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Templates save time,
money on documentation
System has cut dictation time in half

Coding from incomplete emergency depart-
ment (ED) records can be a struggle. Some

health information management professionals,
though, have found relief with template charting
systems. They say the systems cut documentation
time, eliminate transcription costs, and ensure
accurate coding. 

Template charting systems are a compilation of
standardized forms used for ED documentation.
The forms have a complete section for present ill-
ness, past history, related procedures, and final
diagnosis. Physicians check boxes and diagrams
according to their patient examinations. 

Although nonemergency department physi-
cians sometimes find this documentation less
helpful and less flexible when they have to follow
up or admit a patient, many ED physicians like it.
Many physicians say the forms are more read-
able, meet Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA) documentation requirements, and are
faster since much of the charting can be done at
the bedside while interviewing the patient. 

Here are some potential benefits of template
documentation systems according to various hos-
pital administrators and physicians Hospital
Payment & Information Management spoke to: 

• Reduced costs. 
The costs are between those of traditional dic-

tation and voice-activated dictation, users say. 

EDs that switch to template charting from dic-
tated transcription can save considerable amounts.
“The [system] has cut our ED dictation by 50% and
has improved coding productivity for E/M coding
since this is done in our HIM department,” says
Judy Terry, RHIA, director of health information
management at Madison Memorial Hospital in
Rexburg, ID.

“We saved our hospital between $125,000 and
$150,000 in transcription fees,” reports Wayne
Christiansen, DO, FACEP, an ED physician at
Charlton Medical Center in Fall River, MA. 

• Quicker documentation. Because there may
be hundreds of different templates, a well-designed
form enables clinicians to learn quickly where spe-
cific sections are. “Once they have learned that,
when they pick up a template form, they instantly
know where to look for a particular item,” explains
Randall B. Case, MD, FACEP, director of emer-
gency medicine systems for Cerner Corp. Cerner is
a supplier of clinical information systems based in
Kansas City, MO. “That isn’t the case when you are
using a free-form paper chart.” (See list of ven-
dors, p. 22.) 

• More accurate coding. The charts make it
easier for coders to justify forms of treatment,
says Linda Vires, RHIA, assistant director of the
health information department at Valley View
Regional Hospital, in Ada, OK.

For example, a physician using a free-form
chart may have written, “Patient fell and frac-
tured arm. EKG given.” The coders would not
know the justification for the EKG. 

“[With template documentation], physicians
have to check off the history,” she says. By reading



the history that the physician has also listed on
the back of the form, coders find out that the
patient has a pacemaker and the physician did an
EKG to check its function. “I think it’s a more
complete record,” Vires says.

ED physicians can also use the information on
the templates to qualify for various levels of care.
“[The information] serves as a mental cue to
remind you to ask for certain elements that are
necessary for the patient history or look for cer-
tain things on the exam,” Christiansen says.
“That ensures you qualify for whatever level of
care is indicated for the problem.” 

For example, the diagnosis for a patient with a
cold may seem straightforward, but specific ques-
tions may reveal additional problems that aren’t
readily apparent. “For example, you may dis-
cover the patient has a sore throat, a rash, or
headaches,” he says. “When you start doing the
physical exam, you find you have moved from
just one single body system to several.” The diag-
nosis is substantiated by a more extensive history
and physical, more time is involved, and it may
qualify for a higher level, he explains. 

• Thorough documentation of rechecks. At
Charlton, the ED group was failing to document
rechecks on patients, resulting in lost revenue.
“Physicians are notorious for not documenting
those rechecks. Physicians were relying on nursing
notes to reflect the changes in the patient, but the
physician needs to do so also,” says Christiansen. 

For example, physicians may not document 
the time spent with a very sick patient with pul-
monary edema who requires a lot of time at the
bedside and repeated exams. “The template
prompts you to write down the time and what
the patient looks like during each recheck, and
[it] has a specific code for that,” he says. 

The form improved the group’s reimburse-
ment in terms of category justification, including
rechecks. “Previously, doctors would look at
patients every half-hour without thinking of
reimbursement for that, but the form reminds
them to document everything,” he says. 

• An immediately available record. If a
patient returns again in a few hours for the same
problem, the information about the previous visit
is accessible, says Christiansen. “You don’t have
to wait for it to be transcribed, and the record
reflects lab work, which you may not want to
repeat again,” he explains. “Or the physical exam
may have changed since the patient was in. If a
patient comes in for the second time with abdom-
inal pain, which is now localized to one area, the

chart is right there for you.” 
• More consistent care. Template forms allow

all physicians in an ED group to have a uniform
approach during assessment and physical exam.
“For example, if a patient presents with a head-
ache, the form tells you to ask about carbon
monoxide exposure,” notes Christiansen. “That’s
not something everyone would think to ask, but
this way the question is posed.” 

An ED group can modify a template to pro-
duce a consistent standard of care. “The tem-
plates are very well-suited to developing a group
consensus for complex high-cost treatments,”
says Case. 

• Information that can be shared easily. With
a computerized template documentation system,
data can be shared in real time. “This is very sig-
nificant in the ED, because the information can be
shared with the floors instantly,” says Case. 

• Reduced liability. Because templates encour-
age complete documentation, you have better
capability to defend yourself against allegations
of malpractice, says Case. 

• Less ambiguity. Templates are designed for a
patient’s specific chief complaint. “Digitalized
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Selected Template Vendor List
Here is a partial listing of vendors that offer tem-
plate documentation systems: 

✔ The Navigator: a template documentation
system designed to meet Medicare require-
ments. Contact: The Poseidon Group, 79
Poplar St., Suite C, Atlanta, GA 30303.
Telephone: (404) 261-0401. Fax: (404) 524-
7789. E-mail: CscottG8R@ aol.com. Web:
www.poseidongroup.com. 

✔ The T-System: a template charting system
with more than 50 documentation tools, includ-
ing adult and pediatric templates. Contact:
Emergency Services Consultants, 4020
McEwen Drive, Suite 281, Dallas, TX 75244-
5091. Telephone: (972) 503-8899. Fax: (972)
503-8898. Web site: www. tsystem.com. 

✔ PowerNet: a structured documentation mod-
ule within the FirstNet Emergency Department
Information System. Contact: Cerner Corp.,
Enterprise Marketing Specialist, 2800
Rockcreek Parkway, Kansas City, MO 64117.
Telephone: (816) 201-3460. Fax: (816) 201-
9460. Web site: www.cerner.com.

(Continued on page 27)



human photographs on most of the charts take
away ambiguity of the actual location of injury/
pain,” notes Jeffrey Oyler, MD, president and
chief executive officer of the Atlanta-based
Poseidon Group, which developed a template
system. 

• Compliance with documentation require-
ments from HCFA. Many ED groups have
switched to template documentation for this rea-
son alone, notes Case. “HCFA has become more
and more specific in recent years as to what has
to be documented for each level of service,” he
says. “As a result, the care provider not only has
to think about what the patient needs, but also be
concerned with what they need to document.” 

To constitute a valid Level 5 charge, 10 out of
14 body systems must be covered in the physi-
cian’s review of systems. “If a complex cardiac
patient in shock with arrhythmia is being admit-
ted to the cardiac care unit with an acute heart
attack, the physician can’t just focus on the heart
and lungs, because HCFA also requires a review
of other systems, such as neurologic, [gastroin-
testinal], and psychiatric,” says Case. “If the clini-
cian fails to do so, the charge will be reduced.” 

If an invalid charge is found repeatedly, the
hospital also could be charged with fraud and
abuse, he warns. “You can be cited if you are
billing for Level 5 services when you didn’t docu-
ment them. Computerized template systems can
pre-audit the record, so if you only reviewed nine
systems, it alerts you.”  ■

More physicians 
are surfing the Web
Use of Internet is increasing dramatically

Physicians’ use of the Internet is growing expo-
nentially, according to surveys by the VHA in

Irving, TX, and the American Medical Association
in Chicago. 

VHA, a nationwide alliance of community-
owned health care organizations, found that on-
line access has more than doubled in the past
year among the 16 hospital employee groups
included in the survey. The greatest increase was
among staff physicians, where Internet access
jumped from 28% to 82% in the last 12 months.

The majority of hospital staff and physicians —
80% or more in most cases — are now connected
to the Internet, according to the survey. 

The survey, conducted with more than 300
hospital executives, also shows the perceived
importance of Internet services to support health
care delivery and hospital operations. A total of
72% of those surveyed feel it is very or some-
what important that future information technol-
ogy (IT) applications be Web-based, an increase
of 24% over last year. Only 9% now see on-line
capabilities as unimportant, compared to 21% 
in 1998. 

This is the fourth consecutive year that VHA
has surveyed its members and released data cov-
ering IT priorities and trends in the health care
industry. Among the report’s other findings:

• Hospital chief information officers say their
top operational priorities are introducing elec-
tronic medical records capability, connecting
physicians to hospital IT systems, and integrating
new and existing applications.

• Respondents say Y2K issues have largely
been resolved, with 37% of the respondents
expecting to have been totally compliant by year-
end and 86% of the remainder expecting to
resolve any issues within six months of the begin-
ning of this year.

• Hospital systems plan to purchase a wide
range of IT products during the next three years,
with no single type of application being domi-
nant. Inpatient point-of-care systems, enterprise
master patient indexes, and enterprise scheduling
systems are the most likely purchases during the
next 12 months.

• On a longer-term basis of one to three years,
clinical data repositories and physician linkage
systems hold the highest potential for purchase
by hospitals.

• The most common clinical IT applications
installed or already purchased are for laboratory
information (91%), pharmacy information (87 %),
and radiology information (77 %).

• Lack of financial resources and time con-
straints, together with lack of staff expertise, are
the greatest inhibitors to completing hospital IT
priorities.

• Many organizations (45%) would consider
outsourcing any information systems function.
The most likely areas for outsourcing are help
desk services, network design and management,
Web page hosting, and billing services.

• Of organizations with public Web sites
(80%), almost an equal division exists between
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those hosting their own Web site (52%) vs. out-
sourcing (48%). Of those without a Web site,
more than half plan to develop one within the
next year and 60% of those plan to outsource. 

The nationwide survey was completed with
306 participants, consisting of chief information
officers, chief nursing officers, chief medical offi-
cers, chief financial officers, and chief operating
officers from 244 VHA member organizations.

A follow-up study of physician computer usage
prepared by the AMA also found that the propor-
tion of physicians using the Web has nearly dou-
bled from 20% in 1997 to 37% in 1999. 

Since it conducted its original 1997 benchmark
study of Web usage among physicians in the
United States, the AMA has found that the pro-
portion of physicians who use a computer has
remained virtually unchanged over the past two
years at 41%. 

However, the current study suggests that Web
use will continue to increase among physicians
in the short term. The AMA findings show that
among physicians who use a computer but do
not have access to the Web, 58% said they plan
on acquiring access to the Web in the next six
months. 

Physicians have also made substantial efforts
to promote their practices and provide patients
with educational information by establishing
either a practice or personal Web site. Since 1997,
the presence of dedicated Web sites among physi-
cians who use the Web has increased more than
62%.

Data from the 2000 AMA Study on Physicians’ Use
of the World Wide Web was accumulated from 1,084
interviews with office-based physicians. Medical
students and retired physicians were excluded
from the random sample of physicians. ■
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Automated call system
cuts no-shows 50% 
Computerized solutions save money, staff time

For hospital staff who had to remind their
patients of upcoming clinic visits, the work

week began early. On Sunday night, they pulled
out the appointment books that they had brought
home and began calling patients to remind them
to come in the next day. 

Now many hospitals have turned to automated
telephone solutions to automate these calls. As
Cheryl Carr, administrator of MIS at St. Francis
Hospital in Greenville, SC, explains, the hospital’s
appointments for the next day are downloaded
from a PC into the automated telephone system.
The system takes the phone number for each
patient and dials it in the evening. It leaves a
“canned” message with the appointment time and
doctor name. “[The system] keeps dialing until it
dials all the appointments for the next day,” she
says. Besides freeing up a tremendous amount of
staff time, the system also cuts down on the num-
ber of patient no-shows. “If the system is not work-
ing, the physician offices get upset.”

Janice Williams, communications consultant for
automated telephone software developer JulySoft
in Tucson, AZ, says providers tell her the auto-
mated systems reduce missed appointments at
least 50% reduction in the first month. “Providers
can find they are losing $25,000 a year in a single

practice from one or two no-shows a week,” she
says. (For a partial list of vendors, see box,
below.)

But reminding patients about appointments
isn’t the only useful function of these automated
telephone systems. Other features include:

• reminders about immunizations and check-
ups for scheduled treatment plans; 

• special instructions, such as to arrive early;
• product recalls and safety alerts;
• past-due notifications;
• prescription reminders;

Selected Automated
Telephone Vendor List

Here is a partial listing of vendors and their auto-
mated telephone software systems: 

❒ ReminderPro for Windows and LabRetriever.
Contact: JulySoft, 10 E. Knox, Tucson, AZ
85705. Telephone: (800) 350-7693. Fax: (520)
797-0552. Web: www.julysoft.com. 

❒ PhoneTree and PhoneTree Plus. Contact:
Personal Communication Systems, 2596
Reynolda Road, Winston-Salem, NC 27106.
Telephone: (800) 951-8733. Fax: (336) 722-
6877. Web: www. phonetree.com. 

❒ SmartTalk. Contact: SmartTalk.com, 2465
Central Ave., Suite 203, Boulder, CO 80301.
Telephone: (888) 415-9001. Fax: (303) 440-
3903. E-mail:info@smarttalk.com. Web:
www.smart talk.com.



• community outreach and education;
• birthday greetings;
• education and marketing;
• staff recall in times of emergency.
Automated telephone systems also allow

patients to call to pick up their lab results.
“Physicians can punch in a code and leave mes-
sages,” Williams says. Then the patient calls,
gives his confidential PIN number, and hears
each doctor’s message. The system will ask if the
patient wants the first message repeated and if he
wants to hear the next message. “It anticipates
the different needs people would have.” The sys-
tem also records whether a patient has retrieved
his messages. 

Providers can also determine how they want
their automated telephone systems to operate.
Here is what some of the automated telephone
systems allow providers to do:

• Set up multiple lines. “If you set up differ-
ent lines, you can do hundreds of calls an hour,”
Williams says.

• Set up the system to call any time. “One big
advantage is the system can call after hours when
people are more likely to be home,” she says. “It
can make those calls for you when your staff have
gone home.” 

• Personalize the message. “If you have a new
patient and want to use names in the message,
the system will prompt you to record the name,”
Williams says. Users of the system can also
change the language of the messages.

• Omit patients in the database so they won’t
be called. “You can tag someone who doesn’t
want to be called, and the system won’t call the
person,” she says.

• Set up multiple messages in a single call.
As in the lab results example above, the system
can allow patients to listen to all of their mes-
sages with just one call.

• Allow spoken answers. The system can give
patients who have rotary telephones or who have
difficulty operating telephone keypads to give
verbal yes/no responses. It also can record spo-
ken responses to queries or qualitative survey
questions.

• Allow inbound and outbound calls simulta-
neously. The system can enable the delivery of
information such as reminders while allowing
patients to dial in to get test results.

• Allow call transfers. The system can transfer
calls to others in the organization, including the
scheduling desk, patient accounts representa-
tives, or another department.

• Record results. The system can make print-
outs of its calling success. The printouts can
record changed and wrong numbers. 

Automated telephone systems help relieve the
pressure on hospitals to be more productive,
Williams says. “[With this system], at least you
know you are reaching the person you want.
More and more, providers are turning to the tech-
nology so they are released to deal with people
coming in the door.”  ■

AHIMA offers new 
education opportunities
Continuing education classes offered on-line

The American Health Information Manage-
ment Association (AHIMA) in Chicago has

announced that it will be offering new continuing
education courses and a Web-based coding assess-
ment and training program.

The continuing education courses are targeted
toward health information management (HIM)
professionals, health information systems (HIS)
professionals, and health care informatics profes-
sionals. The courses will be taught through
AHIMA’s Interactive Learning Campus, a virtual-
training facility. This system allows students to
take the courses from the convenience of their
homes or offices. 

This Healthcare Informatics and Health
Information Systems interactive learning module
focuses attention on the most advanced state of
the HIM industry and provides the skills and
knowledge that professionals will need to be
ready for the future, AHIMA says. 

Here is the program outline: 

Part I 
HIS: Development Life Cycle. This segment

discusses the four components of the HIS devel-
opment life cycle. It defines various steps within
each component leading learners to understand
key requirements necessary for successful imple-
mentation and maintenance of an information
system that meets the need of the organization.

Author: Cheryl Homan, director of informa-
tion management for the central region of
ProMedica Health System in Toledo, OH.
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Part II 
Information Technology and Security. This

part introduces the hardware, software, and net-
work concepts related to information systems 
and security technologies encountered in today’s
health care environment. Its objective is to enhance
the learner’s ability to act as a valuable team mem-
ber, along with information systems professionals,
in guiding the selection, implementation, opera-
tion, and administration of the computer-based
tools in HIM practice. 

Author: Kelly McLendon, vice president,
health information management, MedPlus Inc.,
Cincinnati.

Part III 
Health Data Content and Structures. In this

segment, the students will learn how to perform
data content, quality, flow, and structure analysis
for their organization. 

Author: Susan Fenton, adjunct instructor at St.
Scholastica, Duluth, MN.

Part IV 
Advanced Information Technology (IT)/

Information Management (IM) Applications:
Building the CPR. This part addresses advanced
IT/IM applications for building the computer-
based patient record (CPR). The overall goal of this
part is to develop confidence, competence, and
appreciation for emerging technologies that con-
tribute to the design and implementation of CPR
systems. 

Author: Margret Amatayakul, president,
Margret\A Consulting, LLC, Chicago.

For a demonstration of the interactive learning
campus, visit the Web site http://www.universal
campus.com/ahimacampus.

The Web-based coding assessment and training
program, called Coding Assessment and Training
Solutions, has been designed to ensure that coders
have the skills necessary to meet changing coding
requirements and regulations. It includes a tool for
assessing coders’ skills and identifying areas
requiring improvements. The program, available
to health care organizations, covers ICD-9-CM and
CPT coding systems, as well as basic, intermediate
and advanced coding in 19 specialty areas and
three paths — inpatient, ambulatory, and physi-
cian — for a total of 180 hours of training. 

[For more information, call AHIMA at (312) 233-
1108].  ■

New insurance offered 
for billing risks
Products insure for technology, billing problems

Your risks of technology threats and billing
mistakes are increasing. Have you thought

about protecting your organization?
The American Hospital Association in Chicago

recently tackled the problem and gave its
endorsement to two insurance products. The
first, E-Comprehensive, offers a combination of
insurance and embedded risk management and
loss control. It was developed in collaboration
with Underwriters at Lloyd’s in London, and
Information Risk Group of Raleigh, NC.

“E-Comprehensive is the only product of its
kind that we are aware of,” says Kathleen Stiens,
marketing communications supervisor for the
AHA Insurance Resource. AHA Insurance
Resource is the insurance and financial service
subsidiary of the AHA; it evaluates the market-
place and collaborates with insurance companies
to create products and services for health care
companies.

With HIPAA, there’s more to lose

Providers will soon have a lot more to lose
through technology threats, with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 (HIPAA) not only legislating strict guide-
lines on the privacy, security, and confidentiality
of electronically transferred information, but also
imposing strict penalties on providers who fail to
protect it. 

E-Comprehensive covers losses including
those caused by fraudulent and malicious acts
committed by employees or third parties against
an insured’s computer systems, electronic com-
puter programs, or electronic information and
records; and computer viruses that attack or close
down the operations of the insured. Financial
losses resulting from fraudulent input into com-
puter systems also are covered, as are losses
resulting from accidental alteration or destruction
to electronic information and records.

Additional features include coverage for:
• loss of intellectual property when trade

secrets are copied or recorded;
• extortion when someone threatens to intro-

duce a computer virus into the computer system
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or threatens to divulge, disseminate, or use infor-
mation held on the computer systems;

• business interruption and extra expense
caused by a computer virus or accidental or mali-
cious destruction of the electronic information
inside the computer system;

• costs of loss control services rendered by
information security experts to mitigate loss;

• multimedia liability such as libel, slander,
invasion of privacy, infringement of copyright,
plagiarism, and false advertising;

• computer systems liability such as preven-
tion of authorized access, including denial of ser-
vice, damage to a third-party’s computer system,
breach of security, theft of information, hosting,
or breach of duty;

• expenses for legal fees in defense of a claim;
• rehabilitation expenses to reestablish reputa-

tion and market share after loss or claim.
Limits are available up to $50 million, with a

minimum deductible of $15,000 and minimum
premium of $20,000. A satisfactory survey of an
insured’s computer systems is required within 45
days of the policy inception. 

Guard against fraud investigations

The second insurance program, FFActs, pro-
tects providers that have made unintentional cod-
ing and billing mistakes in spite of their “good
faith compliance efforts, ” according tothe AHA
Insurance Resource. This program also helps to
buffer providers against the financial costs
incurred through the defense of an investigation.

Other policies do exist in the marketplace, but
most are considered too expensive for small- to
medium-sized hospitals, says Kathleen Stiens,
marketing communications supervisor.

Anthony J. Burke, CEO of AHA Insurance
Resource, says AHA chose the FFActs program
because of its flexibility in pricing, deductibles,
and limits. FFActs combines technical coverage,
risk engineering, and legal expertise to create a
risk management program. An upfront risk man-
agement is conducted using risk profiling soft-
ware to asses an insured’s risk exposure. Based
on the results of the risk assessment, limits and
deductibles are determined. 

Additional features include:
• limits up to $100 million;
• deductible options as low as $25,000;
• retroactive coverage for defense and

indemnity;
• tailored risk profiling at no additional costs;

• discounts on shadow audit work and com-
pliance software;

• access to specialized network of legal
experts;

• automatic subscription to the AHA Health
Care Compliance Service.

For more information about either of these pro-
grams, contact John Stein, marketing manager of
AHA Insurance Resource at (800) 242-4677, ext.
2530.

[Editor’s note: Another popular billing errors and
omissions policy is offered to providers by Chubb
Executive Risk in Simsbury, CT. The company can be
reached by telephone at (860) 408-2000 or by e-mail at
info@execrisk.com.]  ■
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Hospitals pledge to
improve medication safety

In response to a report on the prevalence of
medical errors made by health care providers,

the American Hospital Association (AHA) in
Washington announced a campaign to help hos-
pitals examine and further improve medication
safety, the leading cause of hospital medical
errors.

A report released last November by the
Institute of Medicine of the National Academies
in Washington, DC, estimated that up to 98,000
people lose their lives each year due to medical
errors. 

To help with the patient safety effort, the AHA
will partner with the Institute for Safe Medication
Practices (ISMP) of Huntingdon Valley, Pa. The
ISMP will help AHA provide hospital leaders with
an inventory of successful practices for reducing
errors that can be adopted in every hospital. The
practices are formulated from the work of experts
and organizations that have been studying medi-
cation safety, including ISMP, the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement, the Massachusetts
Coalition for the Prevention of Medical Errors, the
National Coordinating Council on Medication
Reporting and Prevention, the National Patient
Safety Partnership, and many others. 

The objectives of the campaign include: 
• Sharing the successful practices list with

every hospital and health system. 
• Developing a “medication safety awareness

test” for use by hospitals developed by ISMP that
surveys hospitals’ progress on medication error
prevention. 

• Tracking implementation by the hospital and
health system field of the practices for reducing
and preventing errors. 

• Working with national experts to develop a
nonpunitive model medication error reporting
process. 

• Serving as a clearinghouse of information
and resources for the hospital field on medication
errors.  ▼

New Web site is available
for hospital information

QuadraMed Corp. of Richmond, CA, has
paired with Health Forum, LLC, a subsidiary

of the American Hospital Association (AHA) in
Chicago, to provide a more comprehensive Web
site for hospital information. This partnership
gives QuadraMed’s American Hospital Directory
Web site (www.AHD.com) select proprietary
information from the AHA Annual Survey
Database, enabling health care professionals to
search and retrieve specific hospital information. 

QuadraMed has developed its site using
Medicare claims, cost report, and other public-use
files obtained from the Health Care Financing
Administration in Baltimore. The site enables sub-
scribers to locate any acute care hospital in the
United States that treats Medicare patients and
track hospital characteristics and services, outpa-
tient statistics, financial reports, inpatient utiliza-
tion and costs. Since its inception, AHD.com has
had more than 700,000 encounters and a length of
stay exceeding eight minutes.

The AHA Annual Survey Database contains
hospital-specific data items on more than 6,200
member hospitals and health care systems,
including utilization, organizational structure,
personnel, hospital facilities and services, and
financial performance. Additionally, the database
is the primary data source for several Health
Forum — AHA products, including AHA Guide,
Hospital Statistics, and Healthcare QuickDisc.  ■
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